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SUMMARY 

A revision of tht olapl«x method It presented which mek«i 

explicit use of column! of the reetrelnt coefficients essoclsted 

«1th a basic set of variables. The devslopnent Is based on the 

single assumption of linearly Independent restraint equations. 

An algebraic method of resolving degeneracy Is given In con- 

clusion. O 
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THE REVISED SIMPLEX METHOD 

Wm.  Orchard-Hays 

INTRODUCTION 

Although this course was deslgnsd for those interested In 

LP computations, it was felt that a considerable anount of theo- 

retical background should be included. While this night be in 

'the nature of a review for some people, I believe you will all 

agree that the Material presented thus far has been very Instruc- 

tive and has provided us with a necessary solid and coamon 

foundation upon which to continue. In fsct, a natural question 

now night be, that except for conputational tricks, what is there 

to say further? Indeed we have enough nathesiatical theory at 

this point to carry out the coaputations required by a given LP 

model, at least with a little luck and provided it is not too 

large. There is, of course, a great deal that has not and can 

not be said in our limited time about model formulation. For 

example, linear approximations to convex funotionals are inter- 

esting mathematically. The transportation problem, which will 

be discussed in the next two lectures, has at least one result 

of primary importance. But insofar as a general method of 

solution is concerned, the preceding theory is more or less 

complete except for the matter of degsneraoy. Nevertheless, we 

hsve not yet begun, in reality, to speak about the practical 

computational difficulties that confront us nor how we propose 

to resolve them. 
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Thtst üAtttrt will bt taktn up in sort detail during tht 

••cond thr«t days of tht oourtt.  In preparation for this, tht 

prtatnt Itcturt taktt up a rtvision of tht timpltx method nhioh 

it computationally dttirablt. 

In lattr Itoturtt, wt will find it convenient to utt a 

ellghtly difftrtnt notation than «as uttd in the last ont. Also, 

in tht transportation problta« ytu Mill find an array of quanti- 

ties with double subscripts ustd in a difftrtnt stntt than in 

tht general aiapltx method.  Htnot this seems like a good place 

to introduot tht notation to bt ustd lattr on. To thost of you 

familiar with matrix theory, tht vitwpoint taktn in some of what 

follows nay seem narrow but tht prtsentation is not intended to 

bt general from a matrix thtorttical standpoint but only to suit 

our purposes assuming as little background as possible.  Aitken, 

in his excellent little book "Determinants and Matrices," says: 

"It would bt intolerably tedious if, whenever we had occasion to 

manipulate sttt of equations or to refer to proptrtits of tht 

ootffioitnts, we had to write eithtr tht tquationa or tht scheme 

of ootfficitnta in full. Tht nttd for an abbrtviattd notation 

was early ftlt..." Ht also rtftrs to matrix notation as tht 

shorthand of algtbra "txprtsstd at still shorter hand" and as a 

code. Thia is the viewpoint which will bt ustful here, rather 

than that of abatract algebra. 

LINEAR EQUATIOWSj MOTATION 

A linear aquation in n unknowoa is one of the form 
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(1) t1i1 -f »2X2 ♦ ••• ♦ *n
x

n  ■ b 

whtr« th« A*s and b ar« given number». The aubiorlpta are oalled 

indloea and are used to distinguish different numbers used in the 

same or similar nays. 

For reasons that Mill appear presently, let us put the Indi- 

ces for the unknowns as superscripts (since these are linear 

equations, there is no confusion with exponents) 

(1')    SjX1 ♦ agX2 ♦ ... + anx
n - b. 

Suppose we have several such equationa, say ■ of them, which are 

to be satisfied simultaneously, that la for the same set of i1!« 

We can distinguish these by another index on the a's and b's 

which we can also write as a superscript: 

•Jx1 + .»,
2
+ ... +^xn -b1 

(2) .fx1 + .I«2* ... +^xn -b2 

a^x1 ♦ a^x2 ^ ... ^ ajjxn - b" . 

At this point It becomes clear that some sort of condensed but 

systematic notation is highly desirable if not actually neoee- 

aary. Several echemee have been used but they are by no means 

standardised. Out of six standard texts on my shelf, there are 

aix different notations for this purpose. However, we might, 

for example, write the s. elements of (2) in detached form, i.a. 

without the x's and plus signs, but in an array which maintains 
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their relativ« positions, and deslgnats this array by th« slngls 

capital latter A. Slallarly «rite the b's from the right side 

of (2) In a column and call this column B. 

A - 

a1 a1 

i2 a2 .2 

B - 

a ■ 

The array A Is called an mxn matrix. B is an mXl matrix. A 

and B are now considered as abatract quantities^ I.e. a new kind 

of numerical animal. There Is a whole algebra baaed on these. 

In which multiplication Is defined In a one—elded way. The 

left factor la always read row-wise and the right factor column- 

wise. That 1», one multiplies a m« on the left by a column on 

the right by summing the products of elements with the •a*- 

numerical Index, one from each array. The resulting single 

number Is the element of the right-hand elde with the same Index, 

here a superscript, as the row. So If we write the matrix 

equation 

(5) AX - B 

X must be a column and hence has Its elements distinguished by 

superscripts In the present system: 
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x - 

Not« that X It an ml matrix. Tha tlngla aquation (3) no« 

■tarn «zaotly tha taaa ai th« systaa (2). Wa hava oartalnly 

achieved a oondamatlon In notation.  It tends, however, to go 

a little too far and obecure the aaao of niabers with which we 

are really dealing. It alto aakee it hard to refer to a par- 

ticular eleaent, a particular eoluan or a particular row without 

having four kinds of eyabole. 

The detached columne B and X are called vectore. Detached 

rows are also called vectors and they do not operate in tha saae 

way as columns.  If the distinction between rows tnd columns is 

not Baintalnad, chaos results. 

The other coason shorthand for systaas of linear aquations 

uses the suMaation sign, £, ss follows. 

(*) 

n  i J I a, xJ . 
j.l J 

(1 - 1. .... ■) 

which reads: The sum of the products a^ x** taken for fixed 1 

and j - 1, ..., n gives b end this is true for 1*1« ...,■• 

Equation (4) has the advantages of retaining Individual symbols 

for each element and of distinguishing clearly rows and columns. 

We will therefore dispense with the capital letters of tha ab- 

stract notation (3) and simply write a., x^, b to mean tha 

arrays called above A, X, D respsctivaly. Similarly, a single 
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row of •lementB c^, c^,   ,..,  on will be deslgntttd ßlmply c,. 

Not« that the letter» used for Indices are unlnportant. 

We could Juit at well «rite ajj or even a^ in plaot of a^. But 

«• sonetlBes want to refer to a particular row, column or element 

In a matrix. We will reterve the two letters r and e for this 

purpose. Thus a? means the r  row of a,, a^ means the s 

1    r 1 
column of a, and a' means ths element of at In row r and column 

a.  In other words, when r and s are used, we will understand 

that they are limited to one value and not the whole range 1, ...# 

or lf ...# n. In this lecture we will occasionally use q and t 

In this way also. 

CEWTRAL MTHKMATICAL PROBLEM OF LP 

An LP problem now takes ths form 

Given:  a° , a. , b   (l « 1, ..., mj J • 1, ...» n) 

Find:      zJ > 0 such that 

n - 
I a. xJ  Is minimum and 

>1 J 

1 a^ xJ - b1      (1 - 1,   ..., m; a < n). 
J-l J 

It seems worthwhile to point out here what the nature of 

the problem really Is.    We are sseklng a non-negative solution 

to a system of linear equations which minimises a linear form. 

The Important fact is that there exists a finite number of fea- 

sible solutions In terms of which all others can be expressed. 

These are precisely the basic feasible solutions.    The number 
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of thtitf howtv^r, way  bt vtry larg«* not txeoodlng tho nuBbor 

of oonblnatlont of n things takon ■ at * tlat. 

(!)     nl 

«1 (»-)! ' 

Evtn If only a taAll fraction of thoit It ftaolblo, thoro mtj 

bo on awful lot of thoa. For oxaaplo. If n • 100« ■ - 50 and 

only about 1 in a billion oomblnatlona li ftaalblt, thla Is 
20 ■till about 10  baalo aolutlona. Tht fact that tho almploz 

nothod hat novor boon known to Itorato through a significant 

fraction of this number of solutions to roach ono that is 

optimal Is ono of tho aoro ploasant phtnoaena of llfo. 

LINEAR INDEPENDENCE j 

Supposo It Is posslblo to find oloasnts of a row vtctor 

j\« (l - 1» •••! ■) not all tore, such that £ X4 *« * 0 for 
1 1    1-1 

1 J 

all j. Than tho rows of tho matrix a. aro said to bo linearly 

dopondont, that Is soas ono of thoa can bo roprosoatod as a 

linear combination of tho othora. If this cannot bo dona, thoa 

tho rows aro said to bs linearly Independent. For tho aoaent, 

let us assuao that the rows are Independent since. In practice, 

there Is a way of Inaurlng this. It Is the first requirement 

for obtaining a solution, since otherwise one does not neces- 

sarily exist for an arbitrary right-hand side, b . Tho signif- 

icance of linearly Independent rows Is that there la always a 

solution for any given b , though not necessarily with non-aaga- 

tlve !•• To see that no solution exists for certain b If tho 

rows are dependent, find aoao set of Xl not all sero sash that 
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r\ aj " 0 for a11 *'    Ntxt ••t bl m\  (1 • 1» ...» ■). Now 

adding togtthtr all tquatlons multiplied by Xj gives 

0 - Z I A *^ xJ - Z A, A1 > 0 
J 1  1 J     1  1 

• 

which It obviously iaposslblt for any i*. The last Inequality 

holds beoause the right-hand side is a sum of squares not a 1 

cero. 

The way In which linear Independence comes Into play in 

our problem Is that the Independence of the m rows Implies that 

there la at least one set of m columns which are also linearly 

Independent and hence form a basis, that la a set of columns In 

terms of which any right-hand side can be represented. This Is 

usually proved In terms of determinants or linear transformations. 

We will prove It by elimination, which Is closely allied to the 

method of determinants (in fact, they used to be called ellmlnants) 

but which Is more apropos of the simplex method. 
. 

ILPCWTABY ROW TRANSFORHATIOWS 

Definition; An elementary row transformation (E.R.T.) on an 

mxn matrix a. Is one which replace.; some row 1 • r with 

Theorem 1: E.R.T.s are reversible and the Inverse transformation 

la an E.R.T. 

Proof: Clearly If a^ - XaJ ♦A*! (X / 0, s / r) then 

'J-K'^'' unl<,u,ly 
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and tht Ifttttr Is tlio tn E.R.T. 

ThggTtg gi E.R.T.e prettrve lln««r lndtp«ndtnot of th« rowf. 

Proof: Suppose I S1 t. - 0 for «11 J Inpllts X1 - o 

for all 1.  Rtpltot tj with •j • ^•j ♦ /'•j 

( 7\ / C. s / r). No« l«t//1 bt such that 

X H'- »^ > ^w i
1! - 0 for all J. 

l/r 1 J    p J 

Thtn       - , _ 

which, by above aisimptlon of Indaptndtnea, laplltt 

y^ - 0 (1 / r,8) 

Since A/ 0, A^ - 0 and hence f(   - 0. alao. Thue 

the transformed System still has Independent rows. 

Definition: A unit column vector 0. for 1 < r < m Is defined by 
■'  " ■        *   r     —  ^ 

8i., 
0 If 1 / r 

1 If 1 - r 

The set of unit column vectors for r • lf 2, ...f m. In 

that order, form the identity matrix of order m, 

5w(ifh*lf ...,m) 

NOTE:  &h Is usually celled the Kronecker delta.  In our notation, 

It is the Identity matrix also. 

Theorem 3: Any column In a. with at least one non-sero element 

csn ce transformed Into a unit column vector by E.R.T.a. 
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Proof: Suppose that for column s, a^ / 0. Then row r can 

be replaced with ij - -i- t' (j - 1, ..., n). Obviously 
ts 

5^-1. Then every row 1 / r can be replaced with 

Now clearly for J « s, ä_ - a - a. • 0 (l / r), or, 
0     B      S 

for all if ft. a &! as was to be shown. 

The element ar In the above proof Is called the pivot element« 

Corollary;  If any 6  (q / r) appeared in a^, then it 

remains intact in a, . 

Proof: 
Suppose *t • Ö*. Then t / s if q / r. Hence 

-r   1 .r  ^ 
•t - ^ at * 0 aa 

Theorem 4: If the rows of a. are linearly Independent then the 

matrix can be transformed into b by E.R.T.s so that every 

column or B^ appears somewhere in b.. 

Proof: Choose some a^ / 0. By Th. 3, a. can be transformed 
s j 

ty E.P.T.s into ä. where a. ■ ft« .  Now no row of j      s   r 

i^ can contain all zeros. For, suppose 5j - 0 for 

all J. Then setting X  - 1, ^. l - 0 for I / q, 

L    A  a1. - 0 for sll J 
i-1  1  J 

and «he rows are linearly dependent. Hence, by Th. 2, 
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the rowi of t. Mtr« d«p«ndtnt, contrary to aifumptlon. 

Hone« «• can ohoosa eont q / r,   t / s for which iS / 0 

and transform a« by E.P.T.c Into a« with ä: - 6 . 

However, any column of 5. (h / q) which appeared In 

a will remain undisturbed In a, by the corollary 

to Th. 3. This process can clearly be repeated until 

every row has been chosen, each with a different column! 

so that we arrive at the matrlr b as required. 
J 

1 

Corollary;  If m > n, then the rows of a, are dependent. 

Proof:  Even assuming we can choose n rows, at that point 

all elements of the transformed matrix will be sero 

except the pivot elements already chosen. Consequently 

the rows of the transformed matrix are dependent, hence 

so are those of a.. 

We need a few facts which are practically obvious. We will 

state them as lemmas. 

Lemma 1; Both the rows and the columns of 6^ are linearly 

Independent. 

Lemma 2;  If the same E.R.T.s are applied to the right hand side 

of a system of linear equations as are applied to the matrix 

of coefficients, each solution of the original system Is a 

solution of the transformed syotem. 

Proof:  Suppose 

for some set 

- A t)r + //t' and thus the rv" equation of the tystem 

transiormwu »yotvia. 

i a1 xJ - b1 (1-1, ..., m) Is satisfied 

(t of vslues x . Then I (Aa^ ♦//a!) x'' 

wS . .. ^.  „^ ^th *_...— ~*  *.w^ *.^ 
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obtained by applying an E.F.T. It satlsflad. Claarly 

tht othara art aleo. Applying this argument rapaatadly 

provei tha laawa. 

Lamma 3: Z 6^ bJ - b1; 
J J 

I  cl *]  * CJ' 

Thata all follow lamadlatcly from the definition of G^. 

Definition; An mam matrix conalatlng of linearly Independent 

rows Is said to be non~alngular. 

Theorem S:  If an mxm  matrix //.   haa linearly Independent rows, 

It also has linearly Independent columns. 

Proof: Let ßh  be such that z/J^ ßh  - 0 for all 1. we 

1^1 
can tranaform>*h by E.R.T.s to 77^  which differs from 

5. omy In the order of the columns. Applying the 

same E.R.T.s to the right hand side maintains the 

equalities without changing the p   But since E.R.T.s 

applied to all seros obviously give all seros, the 

p must all be zero. Hence the columns oTM  h *re 

linearly Independent. 

Theorem 6;  If the sum matrix /'Is non-singular, then the 

system of equations 

I Ai xh - b1 
h-1 h 
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has a unlqut solution x ~ 6     for any glvsn b whatsotvsr. 

Proof: B> E.R.T.s, J4^  0*n be tranaforatd to ^r which 

differ« from &h at most In the order of the columns. 

At the same time, b can be transformed to F . If 

Z7g - &pi then the value of z8 must be 5r and this it 

true for each s • 1, ..., m. Furthermore, for each 

such a, a different value of r will be chosen so that 

r ■ (J)(B) IS a permutation of the indices s » 1, ...,■. 

Hence the solution of the transformed system is 

x ■ F" ', uniquely. But we can retrace our steps 

to the original system by the inverse E.R.T.s applied 

in reverse order without changing the values of the 

xh. Hence xh -/£ h - F^' is a solution; It is 

unique by Lemma 2. 

Corollary to Ths. 3 and 6:  If the mim matrix >/>h is 

non-slngulsr, then the system of equations 

J, yX - oh 
has a unique solution y. ■ y^  for any given c 

whatsoever. 

Proof: The whole system csn be transposed to the form of 

Th. 6. Thst is, let uj -An ftnd rtPlÄCt ^i l'lth 

y , c. with ch.  Then we have 

i-1 1 

By Th. 5, the rows of uj are independent. 
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Wt no« obtcrvt thtt «t can solvt a syetere •Imultantouily 

for itvtral right-hand sldts.  Suppott «t wish tu find a solu- 

tion to 
n  1 J 

J-l 
(1 - 1, ..., m) 

for p different right-hand sides b^ b^, ..., b^.  Then we can 

write x" as an n<p matrix end b. as an mxp matrix. Each column 

k of x* will be the solution to the same column k of b. . Hence 

we see that. In general, an m n matrix times an nxp matrix gives 

an mxp matrix.  We will now state the general rule of 

Multiplication of Matrices; 1? * *  l8 Än raXn matrix and b. is 

an nxp matrix then the mxp matrix c, given by the rule of 
J 

multiplication 
n 

k-1     K    J J 

is called  the product of a.  and b.  In that order. 

Lemma li    Multiplication of matrices Is associative,  that  Is, 

if a.  is  ixm,  b.  Is mxn and  c.  Is nXp,  then 

m 
2 

h-1 

n      h    kl         n 
z   bw c7     -   z 

k-1    K    J           k-1 hi     h  bk h»l 
L                            _l _                       _> 

J 

We lesve this for the reader to prove to his own satisfaction 

It Is a well known fact that multiplication of matrices Is not 

commutative, that is, even if a. is mm and b is nxm (why is 

this necessary?) that 
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£ aj bj  le not In gcntrtl «qual to £ ^ «j • 

Obviously, If m / n then tht two products art not tvsn of tht 

same order. But even when m - n, the two are not generally 

equal. 

Theorem 7: if the mxm matrix //^ Is non—singular, then there 

exists a unique raxm matrix r^  suoh that 

(5) * ^X ■ 6i • 
Proof:  Using, for t ■ 1, ...» m, the t  column of öh as 

the right hand aids, we oan obtain a unique solution 

»^ by Th. 6. 

The matrix T^ is called the Inverse of jU h  • 

Theorem 6: A non-singular matrix connutes with its inverse. 

Proof: Multiply both sides of (5) on the left by T^ . 

By lemma 4, we can combine summation signs: 

lfk 1 It h   J 1 h    h 

Th.n Zii**.^ 

Hence, by the Corollary to Th. 5 and 6, ^ - ÖJ which 

with (3) proves the statement. 
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THE BASIS IN THE SIMPLEX METHOD 

Suppott that in solving an LP probltn In which tht rows 

art llnaarly indaptndtnt wa hava arrived at a basic solution In 
i 

which a cartain sat B of m indicas J specifias the basic vari- 

ables. The columns a. (J6B) are referred to as a basis. It 

is elaar that any matrix formed from these columns is non-alngular 

We do not know, in general, in what order these columns were 

chosen nor what columns of 6h they become in canonical form, 

i.e. after application of the E.R.T.s. Indeed the set of E.R.T.s 

necessary to get us to this point is not at all unique. Of 

course, if we have a machine code, which must follow certain 

detailed rules, and we feed it the same problem, ordered in the 

same way, twice, then it will, we hope, do the same identical 

operations both times. But a slight change in the rules or the 

order of the columns will lead to the same result along s differ- 

ent path.  We can svoid a good deal of confusion by distinguishing 

between the index which is the name of a variable and the index 

which denotes the place its coefficient column occupies in s 

particular ordering of the basis. 

Let us pretend that we have lost sll information about our 

basic solution except the list of name indices in B. Sinee the 

basic solution is unique, any way in which we reconstruct it is 

valid, that is, an interchange of two columns merely interchanges 

the two corresponding vslues in the final solution column. Let 

us denote this column by /3 . Hence, which x8 any particular 0r 

is the value of, depends on what column a {B LB)  bseoaes 6r 
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wh«n «• trtnsfona tht baelt.  L#t us d«not« this oorrt•pondtnet 

by • • ^(r).  Thus ^(h) is a list of ■ name Indlott ord«r«d on 

h - 1# ..., a. w« will rtfar to this lift ^(h) ai th« basis 

htadings. ws do not think of it sithsr ss a column or a row 

but mtrtly a list denoting a correspondence. 

Let us now sttempt to reconstruct our lost solution fro« 

the origlnsl data and the let B of indices J. Let us form an 

ou?* matrix in which the first m columns sre the a. for j in B 

and the last m are t. . We will associate the $(h) with the 

columns of 6. and make ^(h) - 0 initially. 

Proa the first m columns, choose some s / 0. By E.R.T.s 

on the whole array we can transform a. into 6 . At the same s      r 

time we apply the same E.R.T.s to the right-hand side b . We 

slso change $(r) to s. We can now choose another pivot element 

from the first m columns, say a , / C, and transform column s* 

to öj;, (r' / r, s' / s). Ws make (Mr') ■ •'. Proceeding in 

this manner, we can change every one of the first m columns into 

unit column vectors and determine the complete list of bssis 

headings. 

Now let us suppose the first m columns had been ordered in 

the way the list j - <Mh) finally turned out. Then these columns 

would have been transformed into the unit columns in proper order, 

i.e. 6^. The last n columns, initially 6^ have been transformed 

into the solution to 

m 
(6) 

h5, '♦wS-'j (i^ •1 •) 
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at Is ittn In the proof of Th. 6. (Tho $ used there WAS the 

Inverse of the ^ used here.) At the same tine, the coluan b 

has been transformed Into the solution to 

(7)     ^ ai/hx A
h - b1   (l - 1, ..., a) 

Hence the last m coluirne have become the Inverse of the ordered 

basis ai/hx (h - 1, ..., m) and the value of x^',h^ - ph. 

THE TRAKSFO^fATION OP THE COST ROW 

We have neglected thus far the coefficients a° of the 

objective form. However, In reducing the basis to canonical 

form, there Is nothing to prevent us from performing extra E.P.T.s 

on this row to make each coefficient associated with the basis 

vanish. The total effect of all these E.R.T.s Is equivalent to 

solving for variables r. In a transposed system 

B 
(8)      »5(h) ^ * ^ *t(h)  ' 0       (h - 1, ..., m). 

Putting aA/h\ on the right In (8) and multiplying both sides by 

fj on the right gives 

or by (6) 
T-   »1        v -O    h 

Hence, the transformed cost coefficients are given by 

a   m    i 
(9)     ^j " aj * 2 'l ftj    'J " l' ••*' n) 
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whert dj • 0 for J In B by dtflnltlon. Note that tht order of 

the ¥. In (8) le not effected by the ordering J - ^(h) of the 

columns e,• 

The value of the basic solution Is 

•"Ji *♦(•«) £h "h!i'♦<*> ^bl "-f v1- 
THE REVISED SIMPLEX METHOD 

The row vector v*  In (8) Is called the pricing vector. At 

seen above. It can be generated at the sane time as the inverse 
h o 

*i  is computed, in fact it is convenient to think of ¥* ae r*. 

The revised simplex method consists of using the pricing veetor 

to determine a vector aa (s?B) to bring into the basis, and of 

using the Inverse to represent a8 in terms of the basis. It is 

clear by thia time, of course, that the transformed column a 

used in the original simplex method Is nothing but the values 

of the unknowns or  in the equationa 
B 

hi '!(»>) Q» -«i  (i ■1 •> • 

Whence 

A^'J(h)«S- cH-fi-i • 
The index e Is chosen as usual by the rule 

d. « mln d. < 0 
8   J  J 

taking smalleet index, say, in case of ties.  If all d. > 0, 

then the present solution Is optimal. 
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Th« rule for choosing the index r of the vector to go out 

of the basis is 

(10) er - minv ^7 L if any o^i > 
1*1 

cy;>o «, 

where some arbitrary rule is often ueed to resolve ties.  This 

«rill be discussed further in the next section.  If all Q(  < 0, s - 

then a class of solutions exl#ts 

(ii)  £ ^(h) (lJh - ^J) ^ - b1  (e>o) 

with the values 

(12) 
g *lw (Ph-**.) -K -«-Vi ^ ** * ^ 
m u ¥ Q {Z w.  aj * a°) • z + e d, < z 

.10     8 8 

and as ü approaches + CD, this quantity approaches - oo. 

If some 0* > 0, then the value of ^ is bounded by <*r which 

Is such as to make 

,♦(') - f .^ 0(1.  o. 

•h The new values of the other basic variables,  oall them   fi   ,  mil L be 

r .*r 

(13) 
„♦(h)  .    ^h _    ^h _ ^h 10    (h y r)   . 

We must now remove ft*/r\ from  the basis and replace it with 

i .  This is formally accomplished merely by making $(r) • s but 
s 

of course we must change the inverse. Since 
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1   „n  .1  .1 
0(h) i äA/W\ of" - •: - • 

'   *   ?(r) 
cl«arly 

(U) £ a 0(h) [-'•1 -i i 
r 

«•   i 
L             _ j 

•♦(r) 

Now alnct $(h) ■ 0(h) for h / rt and sinct 

(15) 
h%  m0(h) ^ *  'O(r) TJ 

Bubttituting (U) into (15) gives 

- B 

£ a 
h/r $(h) 

T. — T r  B 

0(r 

a 

> a 
llr) 

- 6 
J 

Thus 

(16) 

;r 

j 

r 1 

vt - v r ^B 
J 

(J - 1, ..., m) 

(h/r) 

This, of couree, 1B the same kind of E.R.T.s MB hava baan making 

right along. Nota that (13) and (16) Involva tha eama E.R.T.s. 

It 1B also easy to show that tha new pricing vactor 1» glvan by 

(17) 
r d. 

^1 " Tl * ^1 ^r 
^B 

as can be aaan by considering the change 

I 
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»l-'l 
L  a 

0(h) Fl 

M 
Z
r '♦(h) 

1 S h    9(h) 

r ''i 
'♦(r) - a or 

ex 

r 
I 
r 

tn 
-1 
h- 1  N(h) ^B 

h-2 
ex ?

d
a 

Slnct o£  Is always chosen non-csro, the above E.R.T.s are all 

valid, henoe linear Independence of the rows Is maintained,  «fe 

have only to start with the Identity matrix as the Initial basis 

to Insure the validity of all transformations.  In practice, one 

always does star^; with the Identity matrix eiu> • because It 

arises from slack vectors, because It Is Introduced artificially 

for a Phase I, or as a convenient way of Inverting a given basis. 

The use of Phase I was discussed In the last lecture and will be 

taken up again In a later one. Hence we will not pursue It at 

this point. 

DEQENERACY 

•e have left to the last the matter of degeneracy, which 

by the rule (10) can conceivably cause Indefinite cycling through 

the same set of bases.  It Is logically easier to discuss at 

this point but It Is also the least Interesting part of the 

theory.  There used to be a great hulabalu about this theoretical 

hole In the simplex method but nowadays people more or less 

Ignore It and go on abcut their business.  Unquestionably the 
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thtory had to b« coaplittd but actual cycling in a real problta 

haa ntver been reported.  A few examples have been cooked up to 

prove it can happen. However, no proof haa ever been given that 

the simplex method will converge in a reasonable number of itep- 

atlons, cycling or not.  It .just does. 

The proof that the simplex method will eventually reach an 

optimal solution depends on the value of z decreaaing by a noiv» 

zero amount each iteration.  Since there are only a finite number 

of bases and each auccessive one is better than the last, they 

must eventually terminate.  The mere existence of ties in (10) 

does not invalidate this argument, it is only when the value of 

er turns out to be zero that a difficulty arises.  Unfortunately, 

the schemes that have been devised for avoiding degeneracy depend 

on resolving all ties, zero or not, and on maintaining feasibility 

at every step. We will see later that it is possible and often 

convenient to work with infeaaible solutions and hence rigorous 

resolution of ties becomes impractical since it would require 

extremely elaborate machinery.  Nevertheless, we will show how 

degeneracy could be avoided. 

Again we make use of the identity matrix.  Instead of a 

single column b , consider the more general problem restraints 

L aJ ^ " bk     (k " 0' l' •••' B) 

where b becomes bo and bj - ^ (k - 1, ..., ■).  (it ia really 

only necessary that b. have linearly independent rowa but in 

practice the identity matrix is by far the moat convenient 

extension so we will proceed on that basis.) We will generaliss 
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tht nor>-n«gatlvlty rtqulrtntnt on tn« varlabl«f as follows. 

Conaldar th9  rows of x* as lexicographically ordtrsd vsotors 

(L.O.V.), by which MS mean that, for fixed r, and considering 

the «hole row st once. 

and 

xj ^ G If x£ > 0 or If XQ - x[ - ... - x£_, - 0. xj > 0 (l<i£ni) 

'k £ yk lf (xk  " yk^ ^ 0 ln the »^ov« sense. 

The relation denoted by " S " constitutes an ordering on row 

vectors as Is easily seen from the definition. 

The functional is slnllarly generalized to 

n  «  i 

•* - ^ '5 'i 
and the elimination ratio t*r now becomes the vector 

(18)     ej - rain JLS      (k - C, I, ..., m) 

the minimum being taken In the L.O.V. sense. Hence the new 

solution when a Is Introduced Into and •*( ^ eliminated from 

the basis Is 

•r   ?k  Ar 
/^k • —r ' ek 

^s 

Clearly. A J ^ 0 if ^J J> c-  Similarly, for all other 1 / r, 

(19)     -^> ^i (k - 0, 1, ..., m) 

^s   ^a 
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unless, for somt 1 - r* And constAnt c - —- > 0, 

(20) Pk' ' c Hk    (k - 0, 1, ..., m). 

But this cannot be the case, for, since the p. are obtained 

from b. by E.R.T.s and the rows of b. are linearly Independent, 

the rows of p k must be linearly Independent, whereas (2C) would 

Imply that with Ar, ■ 1, ?>r - - C ^ 0, 

Xp. ^ I**  A rßl  - 0 for all k. 

Hence (19) holds and therefore 

whence 

#>0 If ^> 0. 

We have thus proved that, starting with a basic solution matrix 

f« . S 0, the condition will be maintained.  If we start with the 

Identity matrix as a basis, and all D > C, tnen the Initial 

basic solution matrix Is 

' b1  10 0.  .  . 

1  0 

c 

0 

m 
0  0 0 

ti 

so that every ß. Is strletlv (L.O.V.) positive.  Therefore, at 

every step, the change in the functional 
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Jk * 'k - *l d. 

It strictly (L.O.V.) negative, since (T < 0 by the usual choloe, 

and the process must eventually terminate. 

The computation of ». and n    as well as the d« Is unchanged. 

However, by a very happy circumstance (which we cleverly arranged) 

fi*  - vjj        (h,k - 1, .... m) 

so we have no additional computation except the "generalized ratios" 

In (18).  Even then there Is no extrs work unless we find, for r'/1*» 

r'    r 
Po    Co 
r7"    r 

^s    ^8 

In which case we examine 

(21)  --p. vs — ; ^pr vs -^ ; . . . ; -^r vs J-, 

P9 »8    W8      «S ^S      ^8 

In order until we find a pair of unequal ratios.  As we saw 

following (20), all pairs cannot be equal.  There may, of course, 

be more than two equal ratios on first components In (16). We 

ha/s merely Illustrated the situation for a two-way tie. 

it should be noted that the onolce using (21) may be made 

on negative ratios.  In this case, the mln In (16) must be 

understood In an algebraic sense on the ^tie—breaker" element 

although there will, of course, be a lesdlng positive element. 

If /3o * 0 on the current iteration, then there must have been 

a tie on the laat Iteration whloh was resolved to make the first 
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non-zero «lemtnt  positive,  excepting of course on the first 

Iteration which  is guaranteed O.K.   by  the  Initial solution. 


